
False Change Agents

Prophecy Given Outcome

Mass Reef bleaching would 

occur two-yearly from 2010.
2000

The last mass Great Barrier Reef 

bleaching was 2006.

British winter snowfall would 

become 'a very rare event'.
2000

5 of the 6 snowiest winters have 

since occurred.

Sydney's Warragamba dam has 

two year's water left.
2005

The Dec, 2014 dam levels are at 

87.6%.
8

Adelaide, Sydney and Brisbane 

need desalinated water.
2007

Desalinisation plants are now 

white elephants.

Seas will rise 100m-sharks will 

be in the centre of Sydney.
2007

1995-2014 global sea level rise 

has been 3.2mm p.a.

In five years there will be no 

more ice over the Arctic.
2008

2013 summer minimum Arctic 

coverage was 6M m
2
.

Hot soil will mean rain won't fill 

dams.
2009

Dams are full and severe 

flooding has occurred.

Pattern of 1950s-70s rainfall 

has now permanently reduced.
2009

2010-11 were Australia's wettest 

years on record.
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Climate Change The Facts 2014 , Melbourne, Victoria, Institute of Public Affairs, 2014, pp. 274-285.    
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"Thus saith the LORD of hosts, Hearken not unto the words of the prophets that 

prophesy unto you: they make you vain: they speak a vision of their own heart, and 

not out of the mouth of the LORD." Jeremiah 23.16
There were false prophets in Jeremiah's day before Jerusalem was destroyed and

Judah taken to Babylon-they said peace would hold and no evil would come.

Today, the modern climate alarm movement is riddled with false prophets7:

Today, the body whose sole charter is to prove Anthropogenic Global Warming is 

the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
[ex] IPCC Chief Rajendra Pachaudri: "we do what the governments of the world 

want us to do...If the governments decide we should do things differently and come 

up with a vastly different set of products we would be at their beck and call."6

At the same time apocalyptic CO2 prophecies have proven false, and 31,487 

scientists have rejected AGW9, the UN is now more certain action is needed.

Instead of seeking personal salvation from sin, people are reaching for a 'global

salvation' on offer by Mother Earth, the Goddess Gaia.

The group which has invested the most political (pushing 'global

warming'), and physical (economic 'decarbonisation') capital has

been the 28-country EU. This is a Vatican 'project' from Rome

founded on Roman Catholic principles: "The seven heads are seven

mountains, on which the woman sitteth...And the woman which

thou sawest is that great city." Revelation 17.9bc-18a
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It is no coincidence the current Jesuit Pope, Francis I, is intending to release an

encyclical  in 2015 to the 1.2B faithful telling them they must act on 'climate change'.
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Could CO2 do this?

"While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and 

winter, and day and night shall not cease." Genesis 8.22
1
earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/WorldOfChange/decadaltemp.php, 2.1.15.    

2
The 'Giant Impact 

Hypothesis', a story to explain how the moon came to be.    
3
snowballearth.org/what.html.    

4
The 'Mesozoic' 

Era.    
5
The 'PETM' story: palaeontologyonline.com/articles/2011/the-paleocene-eocene-thermal-maximum/

*Ocean current systems: "The fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea, and whatsoever 

passeth through the paths of the seas." Psalm 8.8

*Noah's Flood (flooding; ocean rifting; rapid plate movement; 

mountain formation; planet resurfacing): "And, behold, I, even I, do 

bring a flood of waters upon the earth, to destroy all flesh, wherein 

is  the breath of life, from under heaven…the same day were all the 

fountains of the great deep broken up, and the windows of heaven 

were opened...They [the waters] go up by the mountains; they go

*The Hydrologic Cycle: "He causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of the earth; 

he maketh lightnings for the rain; he bringeth the wind out of his treasuries." Psalm 135.7

down by the valleys unto the place which thou hast founded for them...The fountains

also of the deep and the windows of heaven were stopped, and the rain from heaven was

restrained; And the waters returned from off the earth continually: Genesis 6.17a-h, 7.11de,

Psalm 104.8, Genesis 8.2-3a

*Post-Flood Ice Age: "Out of the south cometh the whirlwind: and cold out of the 

north." Job 37.9

While our volatile climate has, is, and will change, the four seasons remain: 

*Future Solar-Flare/Sun-Spot Activity: "And the fourth angel poured 

out his vial upon the sun; and power was given unto him to scorch 

men with fire. And men were scorched with great heat, and 

blasphemed the name of God,' Revelation 16.8-9b

Weather-Weary

The carbon (coal) dug up from the ground and burnt today was at one time in the air. 

When in the air as CO2, this carbon made the earth more fertile, so returning it to the air 

from whence it came is likely to have a similar effect. There is no need for alarm.

"Fair weather cometh out of the north: with God is  terrible majesty." Job 37.22

*At origin a planet covered by liquid water: "And the earth was without form, and void; 

and darkness was  upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the 

face of the waters." Genesis 1.2

Strangely enough this means they also believe in many fantastic non-AGW events:

*For about 700Ma after Earth formed the temperature was 700+OC!

*A planet the size of Mars ('Theia') once hit Earth to create the moon.2

*Earth's surface was a frozen snowball (-50OC) for 100s of Ma.3

*Dinosaurs ruled a lush CO2-induced 'greenhouse' planet for 190 Ma.4

*In 6ka, temperatures increased 5OC helping green the planet.5

The Holy Bible also speaks on earth's climate-the design, its history and the future:

With the planet having warmed 0.8OC since 1880AD1, there is great fuss over

catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) from carbon dioxide

production: 'Climate Change' a.k.a. 'Climate Disruption' a.k.a. 'Climate

Collapse'! Many believers in this are also believers in a religion called Evolution.

"And lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven, and when thou seest the sun, and the

moon, and the stars, even all the host of heaven, shouldest be driven to worship

them, and serve them," Deuteronomy 4.19a-g

God understands man's desire to believe in a 'higher power', create one in his own

image and worship it. This is a pitiful echo of man's history once being in true

fellowship with His Creator, now twisted into nature worship:

The State works hard to indoctrinate suggestive young minds with at least thirteen

year's schooling. Simple dogmas like saving the Great Barrier Reef, or 'pollution' (i.e.

water vapour) coming out of coal power station cooling towers are drilled daily.

The end is a new 'post-science' science, with the planet worshipped as god. This

takes the place of the true and jealous God, creator of heaven and earth.

"He [Jesus] answered and said unto them, When it is evening, ye say, It will be fair

weather: for the sky is red. And in the morning, It will be foul weather to day: for the

sky is red and lowring. O ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky; but can

ye not discern  the signs of the times?" Matthew 16.2-3

The time today is not to worry about 'saving the planet', but your own soul. This is

done by admitting all your guilt, believing Christ died for your sins on the cross, and

confessing Him as your personal, eternal saviour:

You are being led down a strange path of 'global warming' media bombardment; guilt

trip by labelling carbon 'emissions' pollution; 'feel-good' environmentalism; and

uniting the world in the humanitarian cause 'sustainable development'.

Nisroch, the Assyrian god of agriculture: "And it came to pass, as he was

worshipping in the house of Nisroch his god, that Adrammelech and Sharezer

his sons smote him with the sword…" Isaiah 37.38

Weather Worship

For this reason man worshipped gods that would help him grow food. Of course, the

gods were not going to help out for free, so various sacrifices were required-up to

and including their own children!

Tammuz Sumerian God of vegetation, whom Israelite idolatresses wept for

after his untimely death by a wild boar: "Then he brought me to the door of

the gate of the LORD'S house which was toward the north; and, behold,

there sat women weeping for Tammuz." Ezekiel 8.14

Tanit, infamous goddess of ancient Carthage. Worshippers practiced child

sacrifice to bring fertility blessings among other things. She is also portrayed

with a lion's head: "And changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an

image made like to…fourfooted beasts." Romans 1.23a,c

Prior to the Industrial Revolution of the 1950s, people lived in a

more agrarian society subjected to the weather. The farther back

from this date the greater the dependence on 'mother nature'-no

harvest could mean death by starvation.

Most notably worshipped today by Roman Catholics, the queen of heaven

was also petitioned by the Israelites with food offerings to get a good harvest:

"The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the women

knead their  dough, to make cakes to the queen of heaven," Jeremiah 7.18a-d
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